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Sologamy
save the date!
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   My thesis collection is about Sologamy, which is  
about marrying myself, and the celebration for my current 

and future single-hood. 

It started from my belief that I want to live my life as 
single without getting married. 

However, the Korean society, where I came from, considers 
marriage is a norm and especially for women, who are not yet 
married and decide not to get married like me, are often put 
into stereotypes and pressures. 





Last summer,  i have been doing indoor cycling in Korea and I found that how I was totally 
focused on myself and freely pedalling with rhythmic beats under the neon lights was the 
perfect metaphoric representation of my single lifestyle that I have been aiming for. 



My research, therefore, lies upon merging 
the  cycling and wedding culture. Including 
the observation of people on the bikes and 
engaging myself riding a bike as well, 
seven looks are portraying the elements that 
we used to encounter in traditional wedding 
ceremony. 

From this collection, I wanted to create a celebrative moment for 
singles to celebrate their status of being single by imagining my 
Sologamy wedding day with humorous approach.



Development 
pages,



attending cycling classes in nyc



paper alphabet 'resistance' draping on the form



formal suit and tie
              dress code

black and white 



white spray paint stencil by using lace 
on the recycled bike tire strips

making eyelets and knotting







bike exercise



observing people
 at the central park 













food delivery guys riding a bike
and the screen printed receipt textile 
(below)

















         cycling body suit,
the wedding dress bra shape 
   and the spaghetti straps

making process of the final bike tire textile

glittery effect on the surface 
and the knotting







entering the aisle





lesage embroidery with beads
 and raffia ribbon





almost there,



calla lily 



spray paint bike stencil by using lace,
and hand painting “citi bike” flowers



alice bugrave’s 1895
patented convertible pulley cycling skirt







last but not least







screenprinting the word ‘Spinninster’
 written in custom bike chain alphabet font







look 1 look 2



         editorial 
lookbook
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          photo : hantage
         model : jane song
     model : hyun jae jung
        muah : seong min
set : mr. park and mr. moon

          and thank you

       Neil and Amanda,  

long, long journey from 8.28.2019 to 5.12.2020...


